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This report is concerned exclusively Kith trie 

wind, tunnel tests which htve been conducted tt <i. I. T. in 

connection v»ith the development of a high-tngle dirigible 

bomb. 

In Section I the research done previous to 

October 15, 194*, is summarized. The ballistic coefficients 

and other terodyntalc data for a tentative final cruciform 

fin model dirigible bomb are included (see Appendix II.I.). 

Section II deals with a series of tests designed 

to measure the eerodynemic roil torque developed by ft cruci- 

form fin structure bomb in combined pitci. ir.a.  ytw,  11. wts 

found that for adequate roll control the present static 

aileron driving torque will have to be increased by at least 

a factor of three. 

As a possible betns of eli.ai outing the terodyntwic 

roll torques inherent in a ciuciform fin structure, & shroud 

model high-angle dirigible bomb v.itn cylindrical symmetry 

i.bout its longitudinal axis was developed. Section III; gives, 

the results of wind tunnel tests on a shrouded dirigible 

bomb. 
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During the past fifteen year;,, bre&t improvements 

have been mcde in the fields of bombers tnd bombsifchts. 

Bombs themselves, however, have been changed very little. 

Theoretical trajectories can be computed on the basis of the 

eerodynemic chaitcteristxes of a bomb as aetermined from wind 

tunnel tests. In practice, thougii, such variables as Lsym- 

metries in the bomb's construction, undetermined atmospheric 

conditions in the course of its flight, ana. variations in 

the attitude of the bomb &t the instant of release from the 

bomber leed to erratic devittions from the calculated tra- 

jectory. Moreover, there is the additional consideration of 

obtaining hits on a moving terget, e.g., b  maneuvering ship 

et sea. 

Two solutions to these difficulties, ami thereby 

laean:- for converting ciisg.us into wne&r niisscs" av  into hits 

a;i stationary f.nü ;.iOblle t^r^ets, nave been suggested. The 

obvious one is to bomb fr.w.i low altituaes as in divu bombing. 

The other, and more desirable, one is to control the flight 

of ti.e bomb after it has been veleesed from the bomber. 

Controllable or üirigible bombs can be classified rougiily in 

two groups, low-entle o: L"li«e fc«ü ulgn-angle bc^bs, depending 

upon the angle at wuicu tae bomb strikes trie target. 

The purpose of the wind tunnel research .progruu 
'V\. X"* •     •   .  . 
carVied on at m,  I. T. »a3 to design the fin End control 
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surfaces for t hit"n-i.n£le airigible boub.  In taxation, 

low velocity (40 to 150 a.p.h.) us.tt on tht bslxistic 

coefficients of the complete models were obttined. From 

these data theoretical calculations of the trtjt-ctoricE with, 

control exercised to oevltte the bomb from its normal free- 

fell trajectory were mtue- The performance of- the high- 

engle dirigible- bou.bs, designed on the bt-sis of the wind 

tunnel tests, in free flight und et hi^a velocities was 

checked by cctukl drop tests. 

II 
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SECTION I.  RESEARCH PHEVIOUB TO OCTOBER 15, 1942. 

The first wind tunnel tests made on c high-angle 

dirigible bomb at u. I. T. were conducted to determine the 

practicality of this type missile (see Section III, First 

Progress F.eport). In this connection, measurements were 

made to check Dryden's results (see Dryden's report, dated 

February, 1927, summarizing a program of research in bomb 

ballistics for the Ordnance Department of the Army carried 

on from 1918 to 1926 at the Bureau of Standards) and to 

arrive at a tentative fin and control surface design for a 

dirigible bomb. / half-scale wooden model of tne Army 1444 

1000 lb. demolition bomb was tested in the 5 ft. circular 

wind tunnel of the Guggenheim Aeronautics Laboratory at 

a. I. T. Three-component data, CL, CD and C« , obtained 

on the standard Army Loring fin design were in good agree- 

ment with Dryden's results which had-been used for preliminary 

trajectory calculations. In an attempt to incvet.se the tveil- 

able lift, and thereby tne maneuverability, and to facilitate 

tne introduction of control surfaces a second fin structure 

(see Fig. 16, First Progress Report) of the flat-plate 

cruciform type was also tested. This set of fins was 3" 

longer than the standard Army 1144 fins, the width being et;uel 

to the diagonal of the square prism enclosing the cylindrical 

portion of the bomb case, i.e., width - «/5f X jitxlu.ua diameter 

-4- 
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of bomb cese. l.a  elev&tor surface extending tne full v.idth 

of os>e of the fias wts introduced tt its trtiling cage. It 

vses found (see Fig. 20, First Progress t.eport) tut tue 

neger.ive lift tof tue elevator resulted in trim vs.lues of C» 

and ti*.  which were cs.sentis.liy the sioue as tüose oLttlntd from 

Drydvn's report and usea in the preliminary computations. 

Thus wiiile it wi.s verified thit t  higi.-i.nöle boiuu could be 

controlled, the problem cf improving the lift cntrecteristics 

of such t missile remained. 

To incret.se tl.t cvtiilable lift, the horizontal fin 

v.es lengthened by extendir.b it forwtrd t.lont the sides of the 

bomb ctse to the beginning of the nose ogive (see Fig, 1, 

Second Progress Report). Lift, drag, snd pitching moment dets. 

obt^.ned in tn& 5 ft. v<i:id tunnel on t hi.lf-sctle model of the 

&-J+A  bomb »itn this so-ctlled "lont sideburn" fin design 

indict ted that for angles of «sttccA bret:ter tnen 10 degrees, 

C, wis tpproxiuiotely 40 per cent greater thtn th:.t for the 

sttnntrd Lorint, fin structure (set Fig. 2, Second Progress 

Repott). Waile the controlxi-bility (see Fit. 3, becond Progress 

P.eport) for this, combination of fin structure £.nd control 

surf.ee *'ts not ideal, it w&s decided tht-t it wts adequate for 

preliuiincry ivor.-i. >• solution of the problem of roll control 

t>nd sttbility of tae bomb %ts next sought. 

Essentielly, t second control surftee or set of 

control surfeces is required if the bomb's trtjectory is to 

-5- 
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o be controlled In both ren^e £nd (.ziuuth. Is  t'-n i-ltemttive, 

the method of operation of r single f.ct of control surfeces 

might be nt.de vtri&ble. Tne ntture tad operation of the 

secc id surface rependa upon the i&tthod anich Is to be used 

for controlling the flight of .the bomb. Two methods of 

control, P. - 0 and X - X, were considered (see Section III, 

Second Progress Report). 

In P. - 6 control, the renge ..no e.ziuiuta of the boiab 

{•re corrected by use of a single elevttor surface, or peir of 

surfaces, in the horizontal fin «id & psir of uileron surftees 

in the vertical fin whion control the roll of tne bonb tbout 

its longitudinal txis. Thus the lift vector v.hich is perpendic- 

ular to the velocity vector always lies in the pltne oi the 

verUsel fin, the direction of the Hit vector with respect to 

£ fjxed verticil pis.ne beinfc ctpt.ble of \j.iii.tion it  »ill. 

To cbt&in X - X control ont; Etsbilir.ee U,t bcub with respect 

to 1-olL tbout it-s longitudinal j-xiis i-r:.:  ir.ci'oducfäE L rudder 

into the veitic.'il fin wüicu is iüentict-1 to the elevat--).* in 

the horizontal aurf&ce. Then since ths orientstion of the fins 

is Known with respect to a fixed verticil pltne one cm correct 

the renge and tzlinuth of the bomb by slauittneous ippliuttion 

of the elevator and rudder. 

The choice between 1"; - 9 tnd X - Y control or the 

boob«s flignt depends yrlmtrily upon the wetns used for 

to* 
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indicating the corrections to be applied to its trajectory 

end upon the instrumental difficulties encountered in 

cchleving the control. As originally planned, the high-angle 

dirigible bomb developed at it.  I. T. was to have a television 

camera mounted in its nose to indicate the necessary corrections. 

From the transmitted television picture, one would know at 

fall times the roll orientation of the bomb tnd tnerefore the 

roll control to be applies. Tuus for a television-equipped 

bomb, which was the only type considered tt that time, the 

choice between R - 0 end X - Y. control depended essentially 

upon the instrumental difficulties involved. Since X «• Y 

control requires r.olj. stability wuich can only be acoieved 

by use of c gyroscopic or other suitable uevice involving 

rether complicated instrumentation, it was temporarily rejected. 

The t hree-component wind tunnel date, obtained on the half-scale 

model were directly applicable to a study of R - ö control. 

It remained to determine tne roll characteristics of the bomb 

with the modified cruciform fin design having an elevator in 

the horizontal surface and a pair of ailerons in the vertical 

surface. 

Three-dimensional trajectory calculations based on 

P - © control of tne bomb indicated that the aileron driving 

torque would be adequate if it yielded a maximum roll 
2 

acceleration of 90 deg./sec. at 300 m.p.h. To design the 

«Herons to meet this specification., it was first thought 

-7~ 
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thet it would be necessary to determine tbe driving torque 

due to different size ailerons t>s a function of angle of 

attatfc, aileron setting inä  wind velocity. However, due to 

the fact tbet only smell corrections need be su.de to tbe 

trajectory of a television-equipped bomb :nd therefore only 

smell cnglea of att&c* will be required, it v,es decided that 

wind tunnel measurements mt.de et ssero ^ngle of attecic vould 

suffice. It should be noted thet the airflow over the 

eilerons is essentially the seme at small values of attack 

angle. F.s et zero. 

The actutl aileron driving.torque acting on the 

bomb in flight can be closely approximated vs  the difference 

between the static roll torque produced by the ailerons end 

the cerodynttaic roll damping torque. Consideration of the 

magnitude of these two torques (see Section 3.C and appendix C 

of Third Progress tieport) showed that during -the first 

revolution of the bomb tbe damping torque is small compared 

with the static driving torque and can therefore be neglected, 

P. - Q control requiring roll displacements not greater than. 

50 degrees. This conclusion was borne out by drop tests of 

100 lb. practice bombs (see Sec. 4, Third Progress report), 

ittempts to measure the static roll torque developed by 

c Heron tabs introduced into the vertical fin at its trailing 

edge (see Fig. 8, Second Progress Feport) on a half-scale 

model mounted in the 5 ft. tunnel using the 5-«ire Prandtl 

M 
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suspension (see Fig. li, First Progress Report) were 

unsuccessful due to tne low sensitivity of the No. 3 and 

No. 4 btltmces. Subsequent measurements were ju&de on the 

half-scale wooden model mounted so thct it was free to 

rötete about Its longitudinal cxis, the longitudinal txis 

beitg coaxial with the test section of the tunnel, i.e., 

tero tngle of Ett&CK. Date, obtained from these experiments 

(see Section 3, Third Progress Report} Section 3, Fifth 

Progress Report) led to the final design of the ailerons 

for the television-equipped R - S controlled 1000 lb, bomb, 

as shown in Fig. 2 of the Fifth Progress Report. 

To check the roll characteristics of the bomb et 

angles of attach other then aero, (.u&lit&tive experiments 

«ere conducted in the Ü. I. T. 5' x 7' wind tunnel on the 

half-sc&le wooden model, glmbcl-mounted to permit it complete 

rotttioncl freedom ebout its center of mess (see Fig. 11 and 

Section 3.2, Third Progress Report). As wts predicted (see 

Section 3.1, Third Progress Report), toe application of the . 

aileron driving torque et finite englts of sttecls resulted 

in »pinning motion of the bomb or helical trajectory in free 

flight. Thus, qualitatively the longi.tudint-l exis of the boikb 

described s cone, the velocity vector being the cone txis. 

At the seme time, the bomb rolled about its longitudinal axis 

with en tnguler velocity oetermined by the t-ileron driving 

torque. The cngulcr velocity of the longitudinal txls about 

the cone was equal to the roll angular velocity. 

-9- 
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With the fin end control surftee design completed 

on the besis of wind tunnel measurements, construction work 

on e full-socle lOOu lb. television-equipped R - 0 controlled 

bomb ».is undertaken. For Instruiaenttl retsons, L  number of 

chenges «ere aw.de in the shtpe of the cese end the disposition 

of the elevetor control surftoe. The most significant of 

these were the division of the elevator into t*o surfaces 

end the pivoting of both the elevators &na the eHerons 

20 per cent of their chord lengths from tneir leading edges 

to achieve tn terodynemio btli-nce tnd thereby reduce the 

hinge moments (see Fig. 2, Fiftn Progress Report). To check 

the effects of these chenges on the terodynomic properties 

of the bomb end to obtain dtte on the overt11 performance of 

the completed unit, t series of wind tunnel tests v.ere 

conducted in the ii. I. X. K'rigiit Brothers' Wina lunnei on the 

full-sc£.le bomb &t i  velocity of ISO m-.p.n. (see Sections 2 

end 3', Fifth Progress Report). For this series of experiments, 

t?o different mountings were used.  Ahe piten characteristics 

of the bomb «ere studied by permitting the bomb to rottte 

freely cbout t transverse axis througn the e.g. while roll 

control v.as investigated with tue bomb free to rottte cbout 

its longitudinal txis et zero un^le of tttt-ck. is  t result 

of these tests, it «es decided to modify the fin structure 

by shortening the sideburns so thtt they only extenued forward 

to the e.g.  of the bomb (designated ts Fin B or short sideburns). 

While this decreased the tvelieble lift, it improved the pitch 

II 
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"s^ft^iiiif,. mä cpjdtTö'lJrfebiii-tjr 'of the, feoab.    Attempts' to control 

•Sfetf'twlX ©rtentetioa by msa.ijiu2.fitilpa of the 'ailerons indicated 

"tto€ "beöiuse of the; «ell value of ths roll dfciiping torque        • 

aoKilng it, low eng'ular ¥elocities> rapid deflections of the 

silerom 'w%t& «, return to neut«.l at the time of .reversal of 

• tii* direction"of roii tfere £eqüire4: to m&int&in a given 

otifetatioa.    Solenoid operation'of the tilevahs "vis therefore 

_'aÄsfii.tu|M,;fer the motor''control originally designed. 

teifeov«, .due to roll asymmetries -in the fin structure intro- 

d«6ed ik the consfctpstion of the bomb.  It w£.s. found necessary 

to control tjfae roll .coattauously,. is- psrt pf the tests, li'th 

the bomb, moimted an the transverse sjcis, lift, dr&g, i.nd 

/controllability 'data'were obtained -for. Pin; B and used in 
r •  "-'•  , ~ 

"subsequent trajectory calculations.    These d'tte were later 

cheeked for s half-scale model in the 5 ft. wind tunnel.    The 

/-•final aerodynamic design of the 1000 1'b.  television-equipped. 

E - .S, controlled highr&ngle dirigible bomb is given in Fig, 2    . 

of,the fiffib Progressrteport..;. " •   . 

' IX  tnis-ist&ge in. the, development of £"highE£ngle 

dirigible - bomb,'the U. I.'T. group,-was requested .to cqnsider 

possible means other tfe&n television e^uipiaent for indictting^ 

the-corrections necessary to the bomb's, trajectory. In 

p&rticul£.rs the practicality of, a direct sight bomb »ts to be 

•investigated.' Since- there- is no meens for determining the 

o 
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roll orientation of M r. - 8 controlled direct sight bomb, the 

question of t. - 9 versus X - 1  control /.as reconsidered. 

Wind tunnel tests on the full-scale 1000 lb. tele- 

vision bomb cnu on t htlf-scale metal itodei of it with 

remotely operated elevttors and ailerons ana mounted In a 

glmb«l system permitting complete rotational freedom about 

its center of mass (see movie records) had indicated that 

continuous roll control was essential. Moreover, the time 

interval Involved in effecting F. - 9 control is inherently 

longer than that required for X - X control. These facts 

together with the necessity of automatically stabilising the 

roll orientation of a direct sight bomu made It appear 

advisable to employ X - ¥ control for all future high-angle 

dirigible bombs in spite of the instrumental complications 

involved. /. two gyro system consisting of t directional and. 

b  rite of turn gyro was therefore developed for the automatic 

manipulation of the ailerons to stabilise the roll orientation 

of the bomb (see Section 4, Fifth Progress F.epdrt). / Is bore- 

tory model of this gyro system v<as tested in the half-scale 

mettl gimbal-aiounted model in the 5 ft. wind tunnel arid the 

roll stabilization in pitch found to te adequate (see movie 

reccrds). 

While it was realized that the three-component 

pitch date thus far obtained were not directly applicable to 

b 

( i 
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an X - Y. controlled boiab, wino. tunnel tests for combined 

pitch end ye« vere postponed until t pilot-plant production 

model of t 1000 lb. high-engle bomb *Ith cruciform fin 

structure based on the ti.  I. X. television-equipped unit 

bed been completed by the Gulf f.ese&rch end Development * 

Company (see.below).  In the meantime, further consideration 

of the technique of direct sight bombing indictted thtt the 

lift t-vtilcble in the M. I. I. television bomb woula not be 

edequtte for certtin appliestions of it. / series of experi- 

ments designed to investigate the effects of widening tiid 

lengthening Fin 3 £»nci septrating the lift snd control surftces 

were therefore conducted in. the Wright Erotriers' Kind Tunnel 

on a 3/4-scele wooden model of the £A. I. X. 1000 lb. television 

bomb. The results of these tests Wiiich involved the determina- 

tion oC  the stttic pitch characteristics of eight different' 

fin structures tie summsrized in Section 4 of the Sixth 

Progress Report. 

Tne Gulf pilot-plant production model of «, 1000 lb. 

high-angle dirigible bomb is shown in Fig. 1. It was designed 

for the drop-testing of bombs suitable for testing television, 

target-seeking, direct sight, or cny other techniques of 

dirigible high-angle bombing« The nose inc. tail ogives pf 

the case were cicered from those of the «tanciard Army K-44 

bomb to eccommodste more readily control equipment. The fin 

structure is essentially thet developed for the *.  I. T. 

1000 lb. television-equipped R - ö controlled bomb. Ein 

structure C rather then B was used for the vertical fin to 

-13- 
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permit etsier mounting of the bomb hooks. Tue uulf boat 

wes designed for X - X control being, gyio-sUb.tiii.ed with 

respect to roll. The rudder control surfeces in the vertical 

fin ere identical with the elevetors. /.iieron tction ."or 

roll control is ccnievta by u  solenoid-operetta diffeientltl 

deflection of - 3 ueg. tbout the neutrtl position of the 

two helves of tr* rudder assembly. 

To checd the ballistic coefficients fend the 

chtrEcterlstics in combined pitch tna ycr. of the Gulf bomb, 

e speciel gimbel-niounted full-setIt model wes tested in the 

«fright Brothers' Wind Tunnel et u  velocity of 150 u.p.h. 

These tests tre described tna tne results summarized in 

Section IV of the Gulf Ktseeren tna Development Couptny 

Progress Report of October 15, 194«, entitled "txperluenttl 

Investigations in connection with Lilgn-j.ngle Dirigible Bombs.** 

Since the Gulf bomb represents tne tentative fintl high-tngle 

dirigible cruciform fin model bomb, the experimental results 

ere reproduced graphically here in Figs, i -  19. In tddition 

to the graphs in the Gulf hepoit, four other plots tre included. 

Figs. 16 - Id represent i.veri.bes with respect to control 

surface setting tna :ngle of ett&cjc of the two-point (model 

free in pitch) controllability &nd ballistic coefficient 

results given in Fi^s. 13-15. Tnese tvertge vclues i<re 

used In c&lcul&tinB trtjectories for the Gulf bomb. Fig. 19 

is * plot of the elevttor hinge moment s.t trim versus the 

(corresponding trim vtlue of C, for the bomb. 

-U- 
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The study oi tne bonb*s ch&n.cteristics in combined 

pitcii rnd y6w rtve&led the following ft-cts. The controllt- 

bllity curves for the horiaontfcl md vertical fins lemt-in 

essentially the sfcine es those for etch of tnem in uitch {.lone 

(see Fig. 16). At most the vertical lift force on the bomb 

in trim in pltca is decreased by 15 per cent «hen the bomb is 

simultaneously yuwed. Moreover, it v»us found thet the dr&g 

force wfcs cpproximetely equtl to the sum of the dreg forces 

on the bomb for the horizontal end vertical fins in pitch 

alone. The uost significant result of this portion of the wind 

tunnel tests on the Gulf bomb we.s thtt inherent £.erodyn&inic 

roll torques of the order of ten times tne magnitude of the 

static aileron driving torque were found to exist when the 

model n&s simultaneously piteneu tnd ytv>ed. Tne present 

report is chiefly concerned Kith tne results of £ study of 

these roll torques end e possible means of eliminating them 

by substituting shrouds for the cruciform fin structure. 

o 
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SECTION II.  ROLL TORQUE TESTS 

f-t   «QPEL 

I  specially designed ht.ll-setle uodel of the Gulf 

high-cngle cruciform fin bomb wts used for the study of the 

roll torques developed in combined ^itch tnd yt*. Details 

of the model ere shown schematically in Fig. 20. The ccse 

which ?.cs hollo» tnd mede of wood WES divided into two parts, 

nose tnd tail, et c point tpproxiiattely lv  forward of the e.g. 

of the bomb.  These two "halves" were then mounted on e 3/4" 

steeJ. rod with toproximttely 1/32" clearance between toem, 

the rod constituting tne longitudinal txis of the bomb. The 

nose htlf wes fixed to tne rod while tne retr portion »es 

free to rottte on bell bearings. Dettcb&ble 1/6" durel fins 

with the sttndsrd Gulf control surfaces were mounted in slots 

milled in the tell portion of tne ctse. The reer hi.If vu.s 

coupled to the fixed nose portion via L  btli betring mounted 

indexed dural disc with itdi&l slots milled Lt  lu deg. intervals 

r.round its circuuference «Jid t. resistance wire strt-in geuge 

on a cantilever heaa fixed to the front htlf. Tt-us, the teil 

he If of the model having been aiecntnicfclly btltnced, tero- 

dynemic roll torques developed by the fin structure ts t 

function of roll rngle could be obt&ined directly from .the 

strtin gtuge readings. Tne roll orientation of the fin 

structure wts vtried in 10 aeg. intervals by metns of t key 

fitting the rtdiil slots in tbe indexed durtl disc. 

-16- 
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the method used for mounting the model In the wind 

tunnel Is shown scbemeticelly in Fig. 21.. the steel rod con- 

stituting the loagitudiml tixis of the model «as supported 

by two vertical rods telescoping into steel tubes which were 

fastened to the uoveble portion of t channel fr&ue resting on 

the i'loor of the tunnel. By varying the heights of the 

verti.cel supports it wes possible to v^ry the attitude of the 

model in pitch from - 15 deg. to + 15 deg. The yaw attitude 

was varied by rotating the portion of the channel frame carrying 

the txis rod supports ebout e verticcl pivot exis midway be- 

tween the supports (yew r&nge * - 20 deg.). Thus it .».es 

possible to very the pitch end ytw of the model independently 

or simultaneously. 

til  of the roll torque tests were conducted in 

the ..'. I. T. 5 ft. circular wind tunnel, they were meae et 

velocities of 40 end 50 m.p.h.,• tne löv.er velocity being used 

for -hose configurations which developed excessively high 

vslues of roll torque beyond the r&nge of the strain geu&e» 

I,  symmetrical fin structure of type B (see Fife.' 1} v.;&s used 

for til the tests, i.e., botn the horizontal tnd vertietl fins 

v.ere type B.. Tois fin structure ruther tntn the E symmetric til 

one of the Gulf high-uigie bood hsvinfc horizontal Fin ß end 

vertical Fin C wes tested fur two reasons, the measurements 

on the full-scele; globe1-mounted Gulf model in the Wright 
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1 
Brothers' Tunnel hud indictted thit roll torques of the order 

of cen times the magnitude of the tvtileble tlleron driving 

torque were developed in combined pitch tna ytv:.  It »es- 

therefore evident thit the ks-ymmetric&l fin structure wts 

unsuitable for an X - I controlled bomb requiring correction« 

to its trajectory in both renge tnd azimuth, it being iiuprfcc- 

ticl if not impossible to increase the tileron torque by t 

ftc^or of ten. Moreover, If the cruciform fin dirigible 

bomb were to be used for direct sight bombing, til of the 

lift for Pin 6 would be required. Consequently, t syrometrictl 

fin structure of type E was selected for the roll torque tests.. 

I  typicel test run consisted of the following. The 

angle of cttfcck »ts first adjusted by pitching, End (or) y&wing 

the model by means of the tunnel mountin& described above. 

For this particular attitude the roll torque developed wes 

then measured es 6 function of the roll t>ngle ivnich was vailed 

by steps of 10 'Aeg. for - 60 deg. öf roll.  £ero roll engle 

was taken to be the Orientetlon of the fins for pitch end yew 

trim of the bomb for the selected si-.titude. 

Before investigating the roll torques acting on the 

bomb, tne static aileron Qriving torque at zero pitch, yew, 

end roll angles, was measured. The horizontal control surftcea 

were used es »Herons %o  ininjUuiae tne effect of the vertical 

support rods on the airflo* over the model. In addition to 

the stendtrd «.Heron action of - 3 deg., dtt*- here obtained 

for differential deflections of *  5 deg< end * 10 deg« 
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c» Roll torque measurements here muoe for pitch end 

y&K clone tnd for i  number of coublnt-tlons of pitch end ytw, : 

Host of the dttt «ere obtained for negative pitch thgles to 

miniaiae the effect of the vertical supports,  for etch 

attitude, date were t&ken for zero settings of the control 

surfaces tad tlso for trim v&lue settings ts given for Fin B 

In Fig. 16, Thus en ctteiopt w&s made to septrtte the effects 

of the fins i.nd the control surftees on the development of 

roll torques. 

o 

9,, Etfyws m MPWBMQ* 
The results of the roll torque bests tre summf.rlaed 

graphically In Figs. 22 - 28. The following sign convention 

is used for the angular displacements of tne model. Pitch 

is positive for "nose-up", i.e.,.se.il r&thev then dive. 

Viewing the model from above, clockwise rotations tbout i 

verticil ixis through the e.g. constitute positive yaw. I 

positive roll Eagle is e. cloco;ise rotLtion tbout the longi- 

tudintl txis looking from the teil towtrd tne nose of the bomb. 

Fig. 22 gives the; stttic tileron driving torque ts 

B  function of the differencial deflection of e set of the 

control surfaces. While the dttt were obtained on & helf- 

scele model tt a velocity of 50 m.p.h., the results tre for 

convenience of comparison with drop-test dbtfc plotted for * 

full-scele model et c velocity of 150 Jt.p.h. It will be 

noted thtt the stttic Eileron driving torque is t lineer 

M 
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function of the differentitl deflection for the rtnge covered 

in the measurements tnd th&t for the stenutrd - 3 deg. It is 

ecutl to 2.4 lb.-ft. (fuil-sctle, 15U o.p.ta.). since one is 

primarily interested in counteracting, tny inherent roll 

torques with tn equtl or &retter end opposite aileron driving 

tOTcue to Obinttin control of the bomb, the stttic aileron 

driving torque for t £ 3 aeg. differentii.1 deflection wes 

chosen cs the unit of roll torque. Moreover, this unit is 

independent of the sc&le of the model end the test velocity. 

Measurements of the roll torques developed vith zero 

settings of the control surfaces showed only minor differences 

between the two sets of dttt. With trim settings, the roll 

torques were slightly less t.t zero roll orientttion. From 

this it wes concluded the t the fin r&ther thtn the control 

surfaces were responsible for the inherent roll torques which 

were meesured. Since in practice one is only concerned v,ith 

the betuvior of the bomb in the neighborhood of trim, the 

results of the "aero setting" measurements t.re not given here. 

Fife. 23 represents t  plot in the pitch-yew qut.drt.nts 

of the roll torques measured it zero roll orientttion, i.e., 

pitch ind ye* trim, ui  ttteu.pt uts been we de to drt.w in the 

contours in the negt-tive pitch tnd positive ytv. qutarent. 

While the gyro-sttbillaing unit is designed to maintain e 

zero roll orientation of the bomb, the "tightness" of the roll 

control it exercises is limited to tpproxiiuttely -  5 deg. of 

-20- 
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t . roll. Flg. 24 gives the Maximum vtlues of roll torque 

encounterea In the rcnse of *  10 deg. of roll, tgtin plotted 

in the pitcn-y&v. quädrtnts. *igs. 25  - 28 represent tat; types 

of curves obtained for the roll torque i,s t function of roll 

cngle for particular attitudes of the bomb. From sn exiwlnt- 

tion of these one cen determine the ntture of the stability 

of r given roll equilibrium position. 

To offer £-t letst t qualitative expltnttion of the 

measured roll torques, one must j.ccount for the results given 

in Fig. 23 tnd the type stability possessed by the bomb 

(Figs. 25 - 28).  Thus in pitcu fend ytv. alone, it «.ts found 

thet the bomb wos in roll equilibrium £.t aero roll orientetion. 

Moreover, these roll equilibrium positions ire stt-ble ss 

indicated by tnc negative slope of the roll torque versus 

roll angle curves (see Figs. 25 tnG £6). For attitudes of 

ecuel pitch and yt?. displacements, zero roll fn^le tlso 

constitutes c roll equilibrium orientttion.  In this ctae, 

however, the equilibrium is mettstöble ts sho*n by the posi- 

tive slope of the roll torque-roll tngle plot (see Fig. 27). 

For attitudes of unequal pitch end ytv. the boub is not in roll 

equilibrium it zero roll engle (see Fig. 28). 

F.emembering tut the roll torques developed are due 

primarily to the fin end not the control surfaces, the rtsults 

ctn be explained qutliti-tlvely on the btsis of the maximum 

cross-sectiontl tret theorem tna usymiuetrictl tirfio* over the 
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tro halves of r given fin surface. By th« maximum cross- 

sectional tree theorem is meant the ract tr.&t t, rectangular 

flat plate free to rotcte ubout its "longitudinal txis," that 

axis lying In the plane of the plate tlon& the center line 

parallel to its longer dimension, will if pliced in c wind- 

streun rötete tbout this axis until it presents c. maximum 

cross-sectional tree, to the wind. This condition is satisfied 

«hen the flat pltte is tangent to the cone of which its 

longitudinal axis is en element and the vviad velocity vector 

the axis, i.lso since it is only in this orientation thct 

the center of pressure lies on the pivot axis of the pltte, 

it Is a stable configuration, an aerodynamic restoring torque 

being developed if the pltte is rote.ted slightly out of the 

tangent plane to the cone. 

Considering the cruciform fin structure as being 

composed of two flat plates set it right . rifles ».ith their 

longitudinal exes collinear »itu the longitudinal t.xis of the 

bomb ci.se,we would then predict that in ritch end yaw tlone . 

the bomb would be in stabla roll equilibrium at zero roll 

angle,  '•his is exactly what the roll torque tests proved 

(see Pigs. 23« ?5, 26). 

For simultaneous pitch tnd yaw, tnt explanation of 

the results is somewhat more complicated. Let us taae up the 

ctse of equal pitch end yaw first, it  aero roll uigle in 

equtl pitch and ytw each of the fin surfaces makes an angle 

of 45 deg. with the tangent plene to the cone. Therefore« 
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the restoring torques tcting on tnem are equel but opposite 

in sign. Mot cover, any i-sy^e tries, in airflow due to downwesh 

from the body end other fin surfece over the two helves of 

t given fin will be countfcibt-ltnciti bj in  «squcl tnd opposite 

effect on the other surftce.  iero roll tn6le should then be 

c roll equilibrium position for equtl pitcti end ytw. Tuis seme 

coneiusioh can be reached from symmetry considerations. Thus 

£>t zero roll engle in equil pitch end yt.*, the ploae determined 

by the longitudinal axis of the bomb tnd the wind velocity 

vector constitutes s reflection plene of symmetry for the bomb. 

The net lift vector ecting on the bomb must therefore lie in 

this plene end hence the roll torque be zero.  However, since 

there will be tn unbaltnce of the restoring torques on the two 

fin ;-.urffcces u\ä  of the effects of i.syuuaetries in tirflow 

giving rise to voll torques in the seme direction fcs roll dis- 

placements from the «ero orientetion, the roll equilibrium 

found for equel pitch tnd y&w should not be stable. 'Jnsteble 

roll equilibrium for eque.1 pitch end yt-v. *cs observed (see 

Fig. 27). In addition, it WES found thet roll Orientetions 

of - 45 deg. were stcble roll equilibrium positions which is 

v.het the maximum cross-section&l tret theorem would predict. 

It  zero roll angle for r.ttitudes of unequtl pitch 

and yew (both different from r.ero) the two fin surf tees incite 

unequtl.tngles to toe tangent plfcne to the cone. Essentially, 

the problem is the seme ts thtt for roll tn^les different from 

zero at equal pitch t>nd yew, Thus En inherent terooyncmic 
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roll torque will exist et zero roll orients»tion. The sign 

end magnitude of this torque will depend upon the signs end 

relative megniiudes or the piten End yew for the attitude 

under consideration.  The results of the meesurewents for the 

negetlve pitch md positive ytm quedrent ere given in Fig« 23. 

Symmetry conditions permit one to predict the signs of the roll 

torques for the other qutdrents, tne magnitudes being the seme. 

D.  CONCLUSIONS 

1 From Figs, 23 end 24 it is evident thct tt ietst 

three units (safety factor of 1.5) of tileron driving torque 

ere required to ueint&in roll control of tn X - ü controlled 

high-engle dirigible bomb with syuuuetried type 5 cruciform 

fin structure, the pitch tnd yaw tn^les being, limited to 

- 15 üeg. end the gyro-ste.biliz.er tssuuied to uu.inti.in the roll 

orientetion v.ithin £ 10 ceg. of zero.  In practice, it is 

extremely difficult to incretse the tvtiltble tileron driving 

torque by t fector of three.  The necesstry incretse in the 

effective tree of the eilerons **nd (or) the- itrger differential 

deflections needed raises the power requirements excessively 

end i..ty ctuse interference with the ruuder control system. 

;. possible means of eliaiiutting the inherent roll torques 

by replacing the curciform fin structure with cylindrical 

shrouds giving cylindrical syautetry tbout the iongitudintl 

cxls of tne bomb wts tnerefore considered. 
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SECTION  III.     SKF.OUDED HIGE-/NOLE DII.IGIBLE EOJB 

/..     FIHiL SHROUÜ MODEL 

1.     IJODBL 

The benerEl form of the shrouded high-tngle bomb 

developed t-t ju.   I.  T.   in collfabomtion v.ith members of  the 

steff of  the Gulf Resetroh tnd Development Company is illus- 

treted in Figs.  29 - 31 v.men tre ^hoto^t£.phs of the model 

used tor the wind tunnel tests.    The ctse of the bomb tested 

was a htlf-sctle sheet cluiainum model cf that used for the 

1000 lb.  Gulf high-ingle bomb (see Fig.  1).    Three cylindrictl 

shrouds' mounted co&xi&l «1th the case ;tia functionally aesig- 

ncted as the lift shroud  (L.S.),  stability shroud  (S.S.) end 

control shroud (C.S.)  replaced the flat pltte fins tne rudder 

end elevator control surfaces of the cruciform model high-angle 

bomb.    The disposition and htlf-sctle dimensions of these 

shrouds ere shown in Fig.  32.    The diameter of  the lift end   - 

stt.bJ.lity shrouds is approximately equal to the v.iath of the 

cruciform type fins.    The lift shroud v.as mounted on el^ht 

studs symmetrically spaced in pi.irs at intervals of 90 ceg. 

tround the cylindrictl portion of the cc.se ».hile a  single 

trensverse diametrical rod supported the stability shroud. 

Control of the pitch angle of  tne bomb vits tcnieved tarough 

varying the '-ngle of ettac« of the control shroud by rotation 

about e transverse dlemetricel pivot axis (s^e Fig. 31).    In 

t 
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an cttempt Co &ttr.ln en terodyntudc btlmce tnd thereby reduce 

the hinge moments, the pivot axis «t-s located btcK of the 

lee ding edge of the control shroud. The model v.ts ecuipped 

with two transverse 3/8" steel rods, one pi-ssing through the 

e.g. of the bomb end the other 10" to trie re&r of It, to 

fecilit&te mounting it in the wind tunnel. 

2. PXPEF.IMENT; L PROCEDURE /KD TEETS. 

Three-component dett «ere obteined for the ht.lf-scsle 

shroud model in the X. I. T. 5 ft. circuitr wind tunnel 11 t 

velocity of 40 u.p.h. The st&nüträ Prwidti 5-wire suspension 

was used, pitching moments being obtained directly tbout the 

transverse rod passing through the e.g. of. the bomb. It  the 

seme time hinge moment dttt were recorded for the control 

shroud. The pivot cxis wes free to rotate in bill betrings 

end sngul&r settings were wtde by adjusting & turnbuckle 

coupled to a ctntilever betai which was fixed bo the pivot 

&xis end on which «as mounted t resistance wire strtin gtugc. 

Hlnga moments w-re obtained for two different positions of the 

pivot txis, one 25 per cent &n<» the other 4.0 per cent of the 

length of the control shroud b&c& of its leading edge. 

3. RESULTS IN^ DISCUSSION 

The results of tne measurements mtde on the tit If- 

scele shroud model ere summarized brtphicfclly in Fi&s. 33 - 40. 

/: coap&rison of Fijjs. 33 - 37 with attu obtained for the 

cruciform Fin B (see Figs. 2, 4, 6, 6, 9, end 11) reve&ls the 

following. The controllebllity for smt.ll settings of the 

control surface is better for the shroud thtn for the cruciform 

model, the slope of the shroud controllability curve being very 
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nearly constant. The pitch stability of the shroud model is 

considerably treeter for small ungles of attack end is approxi- 

mately constant for «11 attitudes. The available lift for the 

two models is about the same, CL being equal to 1.0 for a trim 

angle of attack of 15 deg. While the drag is roughly twice cs 

greet on the shroud es on the cruciform bomb, this feet should 

be advantageous in that it will increase the time of flight of 

the bomb end thereby the time available for applying corrections 

to its trajectory. 

Figs. 38 &nd 39 give the hinge moment date obtained 

for the control shroud. In Fig. 40 the corresponding trim 

values of hinge moment for a full-setle model at 150 m.p.h. 

ere plotted as s function of the lift coefficient of the bomb. 

The results for the cruciform Fin B (see Fig. 19) are reproduced 

here to the same scale for comparison purposes. From Fig. 40 

it is evident that there is no unique neutral or aerodynamic 

balance pivot axis for the control shroud. Moreover, the 

excessively high values of hinge moments encountered for any 

given pivot axis rule out the possibility of varying the angle 

of attack of a shroud to control the attitude of a high-angle 

dirigible bomb. 

It should be noted that due to the cylindrical 

symmetry about the longitudinal axis the three-component data 

for the shroud model are applicable' to en X - X controlled bomb 

of this type. Thus, having gyro-stabilized the bomb with 

respect to roll, the control shroud would be simultaneously 

rotated about two orthogonal pivot axes to give the bomb both 

U 
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pitch end yaw. Two small flat-plate solenoid-operated aileron 

tebs mounted to the rear of tne lift snroud could be used to 

counteract roll torques dm» to constructional asymmetries and 

transients during the time of application of control. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

While the shroud model is superior to the cruciform 

fin bomb, the excessive power requirements make it impossible 

to employ a shroud as the control surftee. Is  e ^otslble 

solution to this difficulty, it his been suggested that the 

control shroud be eliminated end the stability shroud replaced 

by i square (or octagonal) flat-plate structure resembling 

the Iiorinj fin aesign for the stenoaid loOO lb. Army i£-44 

bomb. Belenced rudders end elevators would tnen be introduced 

into the trailing edges of the square. Thus it would be possible 

to minimize the control surface hinge moments yet approximate 

cylindrical symmetry end thereby also minimise roll torques 

developed for attitudes of simultaneous pitch and yaw. 

6, JttBMHIB/PY, TESTS 

/ considerable number of wlnu tunnel tests were run 

at U,  I. I. in connection with tne shrouded high-angle dirigible 

bomb. The object of this work was to develop a shroud model 

possessing the following aerodynamic characteristics as com- 

pared with the cruciform fin structure bomb: 

(1) Improved controllability and pitch stability at 

small angles of attack. 

(2) Available lift equal to that for cruciform Fin B. 
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o 1. MODEL 

The hslf-sesle sheet aluminum bomb case described 

fcbove (see Section III. /.. 1) was used for ell the- tests, la 

some of the earlier work L  single 9" aiufleter chroud was used 

es the t&il structure. For such conf ijur«. tions this teil 

shroud EC ted both ES ste bill zing *no control surface and hence 

was.designated ta she control stability shroud (C.S.S.). Toe 

preliminary worjt also incluaed an investigation of the effect of 

a spoiler on the pitch stability of the two shroud (L.S. and 

C.fc'.S.) configuration. Tne spoiler used consisted of 6 sheet 

aluminum sleeve snugly fitting around the cylindrical portion 

of the bomb eise end capable of being slid forward to project 

over the nose ogive (see Fig. 41). 

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE /ND TESTS 

The preliminary investigations of a shrouded high- 

eagle bomb consisted of obtaining three-component data for 

various configurations, fell of these tests were conducted in 

the Ji. I. T. 5 ft. circular wind tunnel at a velocity of 40 

or 50 lu.p.n. Tee Prandtl 5-wire suspension wts used for all 

configurations. 

/fter measurements had been iui.de on the bomb case 

end the case + L.S., the characteristics of two-shroud configura- 

tions were invessighted. In this connection, lift shrouds of 

two different dimeters, 12 3/4" and 11 3/4", and two control 

stability shrouds, 9" In diameter t.nd 4" and 6" long, were used. 

( ) 
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The effect or trie spoiler on the stability or the two-shroud 

model, 7n x 12 3/4" k.S. ind 6" x 9" C.S.S., WJ.S then tested. 

Sext the properties of t tvto-shroud bomb with the diuaeter of 

the C.S.S. ec,u? 1 to the ditmeter of the L.S. were determined. 

Fins.liy, the cn&rt-cteristics of sixteen different three-shroud 

(L.S., S.S. E.nd C.S.) configurations includinfa the use of c. 

14 1/2" diameter L.S. were investigated, is & check on their 

serodyneiaic properties, three-component measurements were made 

on seven different shrouds: 7" x 12 3/4", 5" x 12 3/4", 

7« x 11 3/4", 5" x 11 3/4", 4" x 9", 3" x 9", end 4" x 7«. 

3.  TEE'JLTS /ND DISCUSSION 

It WBS found that due to the e.syumetrlcc.1 dreg on 

the lift shroud, the lower hi If of which is in the doimwissn 

of the bomb case, the two-shroud configurations with t 9" 

dls-meter C.S.S. were unstable for tngles of attec* less tht>n 

10 deg. The plots of pitching moment coefficient versus angle 

of cttcicic were pronounced cubics giving tnree intercepts for 

c. zero setting of the C.S.S. Displtcln& the lift shroud rear- 

ward a total of 3" did not i-pprecitbly improve the pitch 

stability of the model. While the use of the spoiler eliminated 

the pitch instability, possible uicropbonlc disturbances &t 

high velocities renuer it undesirable. Increasing the diameter 

of the C.S.S. improved the pitch stability but &tve poor 

controllability. The three-shroud model permitted one to very 

the lift, stability and controllability by varying the relative 

sizes end disposition of the L.S., S.S., and C.S. The final 
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o 
shroud model described in Section III. L.  represents the best 

compromise of lilt» stability, &nd controllability ehtri-cterlstics. 

Lift dfctt indicated thtt decreasing the dt&meter of thu L.S. 

from 12 3/4" to 11 3/4" would lower tne cvtlltble lift by 

20 per cent rbile incietsifib to 14 1/*" *oula rtlse it by ubout 

40 per cent. 

The results for only thtt portion of ti^e preliaintry 

worin which raight aid in the design of t s^utre fl&t-pL^te tell 

structure for the shrouded hi^h-angle clrigibie bomb tre 

included in this report. Pigs. 42 - 44 represent the dtts for 

the bomb ceae r.hila Figs. 45 - 47 give the results for the 

case + 7" x 12 3/4" L.S. Lift, drag tnd pitcriing moment aat*. 

for five different shrouds ere given in Figs. 48 -50. 

o 
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SÜHM/.RY /ND CONCLUSIONS 

On the basis of low velocity wind tunnel tests 

conducted et tt. I. T., tv«o tentative designs for t hj.gh-t.ngle 

dirigible bomb h-.ve been evolved, one possessing t bymmetrictl 

type B crucifora fin structure (see F1&. 1) ind the other t 

shrouded model (see Figs. 29 - 32). If the cruciform model is 

to be- used es in X - I controlled bomb, the cv&il&ble aileron 

driving torque oast be increased by at letst s.  factor of three 

to maintain roll control in simultaneous pitch t.nd yaw. While 

the use of t shroud as a lift surface eliminates the inherent 

eerodynamic roll torques developed by the cruciform fin struc- 

ture, fc redesign of the ti.il assembly of the present shroud 

model is required to reduce the control surftce hinge moments 

before it can be employed as a high-angle dirigible bomb. 

Future wind tunnel work in connection with the 

development of a high-angle dirigible bomb and the type model, 

cruciform or shroud, finLlly selected depends upon the over- 

ell size specif ice tions uictated by the U. S. t-ruy.    The 

cruciform fin bomb can be carried in the bomb r&CAs of most 

present irwy  bombers and therefore will be cnosen as the final 

model if It is required thet the standard racics be used. On 

the other hand, if modified racks are used, the shrouded high- 

angle t<omb will be selected and wind tunnel tests should be 

conducted to complete the redesign of the tt.il structure. 

Modified bomb racics will be needed since the cross-sectional 

eree occupied by the shroud moael is greater then for the cruci- 

form fin structure, the cruciform fins being the diagonals of 

the square prism enclosing the cylindrical portion of the bomb 
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With the exception of the roll tortue tests, .11 of 

the cucntitttive metsuremtnts mere w&de with the model in pitch 

clone, i.e., throe-component dttt nere outlined. The terms 

pitch, ytw end roll i.s applied to the roll torc,ue tests ere 

defined in Section II.C. The terminology used in the discussion 

of the wind tunnel tests of the pitch chtrfacteristlcs of ' u 

high-angle bomb is ts follows: 

Lift Coefficient, CT: ihe lift coefficient is so defined 

thct the lift, or cross wind, force, L, tctlng on the bomb 

is given by, 

L * CL x \  pV2 x A 

where A is the cross-sectiontl ares, in syi&re feet of 

the cylindrical portion of tne bomb body, p is the density 

of tne cir in sluts/cubic ft., V is the wind velocity In 

ft./sec, cud L is in pounds. 

Dreg Coefficient, Cß: The drag coefficient is so defined 

thct the drr.g force, D, i.ctin£ on the bomb is given by, 

t> -  CD x \  pv2 x A 

p, /, end V being defined i.s for C^, tnd D being given in 

pounds. 

Angle of At;e,ca. a; a is defined t.s the angle which the 

longitudinal exis of the bomb tackes with the wind direction. 

For three-component meteurewents, the ^.itch t-ngle is 

identical with the engle of dttt-CA. 
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pitching Moment Coefficient. C,. : The pitching moment 
"CG 

coefficient is so uefined thtt the torque or moment &bout 

the e.g. of the bomb is given by: 

M, CG •Cü 
i pv2 x ; x -^ 

where p, 1,  ana V tre defined ts for C^, •& is the scale 

of the model (expressed in feet), tnd MC£. is in pound-feet. 

flrlmt The bomb is si.id to be triouaed or in trim when It 

is in rot&tion&l equilibrium, i.e., when Cy  • 0. 
Cii 

Controllability; ControllEbility is defined &s the slope 

of the curve of trim engle of ktthcs. versus control sur- 

face setting or ingle, * . For in  idetl bomb, the control« 

Itbillty would be independent of a. 

Stability; Stability is defined es the slope of the curve 

of pitching juoment coefficient vs. :ngle of atttcK et trim. 
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